
TS Loose-proof Fastener 

 There are 4 ways to use TS products. 

1. TS bolt + TS Round washer 
It can be used with a relative part which has a threaded hole. When you combine the parts 

together, please make sure that the wedge side of TS bolt has to face the wedge side of TS round 

washer. Then, use a regular tool to tighten it. 

 

2. TS nut + TS Round washer 
It can be also used with a relative part which does not have a threaded hole. And it is usually 

assembled with a carriage bolt that must be fixed to ensure it won’t move. When you combine the 

parts together, please make sure that the wedge side of TS bolt has to face the wedge side of TS 

round washer. Then, use a regular tool to tighten it. 

 

3. TS bolt + a pair of TS Round washer + TS nut 
It can be also used with a relative part which does not have a threaded hole. When you combine 

the parts together, please make sure that the wedge side of TS bolt has to face the wedge side of 

TS round washer. Then, use a regular tool to tighten it. 

 



4. A pair of TS Round washer + Standard bolt 
It can be used with a relative part which has a threaded hole. When you combine the parts 

together, please make sure that the wedge side of TS bolt has to face the wedge side of TS round 

washer. Then, use a regular tool to tighten it. 

 

 NEW PRODUCT – Conical Washer Nut 
1. The anti-loosing function of conical washer nut is as good as the effect when nut and 

washer are separated. 

2. Conical washer nut is easier to be installed. 

3. Can use it directly with other component parts. (no need to spend time to matching 

washer’s wedge surface with TS nut or bolt.) 

   

  



 Installation Notice 

1. Use bolt or nut with round washer 

When you assemble bolt or nut with round washer, you can tighten them by a wrench or a regular 

socket. 

 

2. Use a set of TS bolt, nut and washer 

When you combine parts together, you have to keep one end fixed and then tighten the other end. 

 

 

3. You can’t put an unfixed washer between counterpart and TS 

products. 

 

 

4. In order to avoid the line side of TS washer cannot insert in 

counterparts, the hardness of counterparts must less than: 
(1) Steel material: less than HRC 42 

(2) Stainless Material: less than HRC30 

 



 How to disassemble TS product 
Step 1. Please note that the socket has three teeth in the end and the edge of TS washer has slots. 

When you disassemble parts, please make sure that the teeth of socket fit the washer’s slots. 

( picture 1 & 2) 

Step 2. If the teeth of socket do not fit the washer’s slots correctly, please rotate the head of bolt 

or nut to the right side until they fit each other. Then, the parts can be loosened. ( picture 3 & 4) 

 

 

 Application for TS products 
1. Machinery: packing, textile, mining, agriculture, environment, chemical….etc. 

2. Mechanical engineering: excavator, loader, bulldozer…etc. 

3. Heavy machinery instruments: crane, harbor machinery…etc. 

4. Power generation: wind power, water power, solar energy…etc. 

5. Vehicle industry: car, motorbike, truck, engine, wheel…etc. 

6. Building: bridge, concrete, Public Construction…etc. 

7. Power transmission: Electric tower…etc. 

8. Petrochemical equipment: Gas tube 

9. Shipping: cruise liner, cargo ship, fishing boat…etc. 

   

   



  

 

 TS Looseproof Fastener System 
 Our product passed the examination of high vibration test by USA NAS3350. . 

 Providing safe and high quality products. 

 The main function are anti-loose and anti-theft. 

~ TS Fastener, Fasten the world~ 


